
Q1 Name:
Answered: 24 Skipped: 2

# Responses Date

1 Paul Boocock 4/16/2016 10:59 AM

2 Scott 4/14/2016 7:21 PM

3 Yvonne Jarvis 4/13/2016 9:43 PM

4 Steve Vaughan 4/13/2016 1:36 PM

5 Fran Hardy 4/13/2016 11:47 AM

6 Jack Daniels 4/12/2016 8:53 PM

7 Sue Cochrane 4/12/2016 2:55 PM

8 Mark Shergold 4/12/2016 11:54 AM

9 steve benseman 4/12/2016 10:53 AM

10 Claire Scott 4/12/2016 10:36 AM

11 Ruth Tanner 4/12/2016 9:09 AM

12 Shane Gribbon 4/12/2016 9:03 AM

13 Gary Stevens 4/12/2016 9:03 AM

14 Henry Backhouse-Smith 4/12/2016 8:45 AM

15 Rhys Speirs 4/12/2016 8:28 AM

16 Debi Jacka 4/12/2016 7:56 AM

17 Rod Moratti 4/12/2016 6:07 AM

18 Gage Boon 4/11/2016 11:04 PM

19 David Thomson 4/11/2016 10:25 PM

20 Daniel Birch 4/11/2016 9:48 PM

21 Mark Readman 4/11/2016 9:38 PM

22 Michael Buck 4/11/2016 9:36 PM

23 Mike Wheeler 4/11/2016 9:24 PM

24 Brent Mitchell 4/11/2016 9:23 PM

Q2 Club:
Answered: 24 Skipped: 2

# Responses Date

1 Red Beach 4/16/2016 10:59 AM

2 Lyall Bay 4/14/2016 7:21 PM

3 Omanu 4/13/2016 9:43 PM

4 Mairangi Bay 4/13/2016 1:36 PM

5 Omaha 4/13/2016 11:47 AM

6 NPOB 4/12/2016 8:53 PM
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7 Omanu 4/12/2016 2:55 PM

8 Mount Maunganui Surf Life Saving Club 4/12/2016 11:54 AM

9 north beach 4/12/2016 10:53 AM

10 Midway 4/12/2016 10:36 AM

11 Omaha 4/12/2016 9:09 AM

12 Palmerston North 4/12/2016 9:03 AM

13 Waikanae 4/12/2016 9:03 AM

14 Bethells Beach 4/12/2016 8:45 AM

15 Maranui 4/12/2016 8:28 AM

16 Piha 4/12/2016 7:56 AM

17 Red Beach 4/12/2016 6:07 AM

18 Mairangi Bay 4/11/2016 11:04 PM

19 St Clair 4/11/2016 10:25 PM

20 Muriwai 4/11/2016 9:48 PM

21 Red beach 4/11/2016 9:38 PM

22 Mairangi Bay SLSC 4/11/2016 9:36 PM

23 Mairangi Bay 4/11/2016 9:24 PM

24 Waikanae 4/11/2016 9:23 PM

0.00% 0

92.00% 23

8.00% 2

Q3 Were you provided with adequate
information prior to the New Zealand

Championships
Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Too much

Just right

Not enough
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Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 Good information flow 4/16/2016 11:05 AM

2 I do think a starters list is beneficial. It allows an approximate timing for the athlete to turn to he marshalling area-
rather than expect 120 athletes to be there at the start and wait for their name.....

4/12/2016 11:59 AM

3 - Lane draws or entry lists should have been sent out earlier and then paper copies provided on the beach. - it
appeared things were just put on the website but no email copy sent out

4/12/2016 10:01 AM

4 Promised arena draw booklets but didn't receive them 4/12/2016 9:17 AM

84.00% 21

16.00% 4

Q4 Was communication adequate and were
you kept informed during the event?

Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 Some of the PA anouncments we difficult to hear on the beach 4/16/2016 11:05 AM

2 Most of the time things worked well, however I did get frustrated over Sat and Sun at being called to Managers
Meetings for U19 men's, one moment in one arena then in another arena. Felt like we were running all over the beach
trying to keep up with things. On Sunday I did feel there should have been more communication with Athletes and
Managers when trying to decide what was to happen with the Ironman and Taplin races. Left us all feeling pretty
deflated and disappointed....including many officials from the comments I heard.

4/13/2016 10:10 PM

3 Mostly good, a little lack in the timliness of decision makin; Announcements were often missed as the speaker system
was erratic at best; Athletes were held for long periods and firm decisions need to be made quicker.

4/13/2016 1:50 PM

4 On Beach communication was lacking as to updates in arenas for delays and hold ups. 4/12/2016 3:08 PM

5 - text system was better than previous years 4/12/2016 10:01 AM

6 Very poor communication with the team managers as changes were made to the program. No involvement in the
decision making process. Lack of knowedge about arena operations from most officials outside of the area refs.

4/11/2016 11:30 PM

7 Generally the txt system and team managers meetings covered most things. Given there ended up being changes to
events on Sunday I felt communication at that point was lacking and slow to team managers and athletes.

4/11/2016 10:06 PM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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8 being new to the role, it was good to have the morning meetings and the txts 4/11/2016 9:51 PM

9 Although some of the Officials & safety officers discussions & decisions were drawn out often leaving athletes &
managers waiting for long periods of time.

4/11/2016 9:46 PM

72.73% 16

0.00% 0

68.18% 15

Q5 What sort of social media did you use to
keep up to date with the event?

Answered: 22 Skipped: 4

Total Respondents: 22  

# Comments: Date

1 I'm not that IT savvy to use the others but I heard they were good. 4/16/2016 11:05 AM

2 None was at the event 4/14/2016 7:26 PM

3 Need to be consistent on putting info up 4/12/2016 11:48 AM

4 - emails to team mangers need to be more frequent leading to the event 4/12/2016 10:01 AM

5 text 4/12/2016 9:13 AM

6 Not sure if live points system was working. We couldn't seem to access it if it was. Other information was ok and no
problems.

4/11/2016 10:06 PM

Facebook

Twitter

Website

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Facebook

Twitter

Website

Q6 Did the beach layout work well?
Answered: 25 Skipped: 1
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96.00% 24

4.00% 1

Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 Great work party. V helpful 4/12/2016 11:48 AM

2 - speaker systems could always be improved 4/12/2016 10:01 AM

3 not too far away between arenas which was great 4/12/2016 9:13 AM

4 Ohope would have to be my first choice of any beach in NZ to hold a Nationals at. Its such a good lay out 4/12/2016 7:58 AM

5 The beach layout worked well, but it was extremely under utilized. No use of the estuary on the last day as a
contingency, poor management of conditions and a complete failure to utilize good conditions when available (by
running the sprints and flags during the best and safest surf).

4/11/2016 11:30 PM

6 I felt this was well thought out and planned. 4/11/2016 10:06 PM

7 Never seen so few people watch sprints, relays etc.... Beach track needs to be central. 4/11/2016 9:29 PM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No

Q7 Did the arena layouts work well?
Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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92.00% 23

8.00% 2

Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 Mostly other than per the comments above. 4/13/2016 10:10 PM

2 Poor placement of cans and constant changing of the course not only wasted time, but wore out the safety crew and
put the athletes in danger. It also compromised the effectiveness of the officials in the boat by making them make
calls while sitting in the middle of the break. Also, very poor decision to break to run sprint relays while surf was safe.
Failure to consider the estuary on the final day was disappointing

4/11/2016 11:30 PM

3 Athletes backing up in other age groups had a reasonable chance to get to these areanas. 4/11/2016 10:06 PM

4 Sometimes arena movements seemed more detrimental to the safety of races than leaving them unchanged. 4/11/2016 9:46 PM

5 There will always be a clash with Canoe & Ski, particularly double ski. If you're aware of the clash, why would you put
the ski arena as far away from canoe...? One next to the other would make life a bit easier.

4/11/2016 9:29 PM

Yes

No

0.00% 0

8.00% 2

32.00% 8

48.00% 12

12.00% 3

Q8 Please rate the quality of the Officials at
the event?

Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Total 25

1 - Poor

2 - Below
Average

3 - Average

4 - Above
Average

5 - Excellent

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

1 - Poor

2 - Below Average

3 - Average

4 - Above Average

5 - Excellent
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# Comments: Date

1 Generally, very good officialling I thought 4/16/2016 11:05 AM

2 Mostly pleasant and helpful, one very unkind and rude lady official 4/13/2016 11:48 AM

3 Too slow at times in making decisions and flowing the athletes through marshalling between heats. Lack of
communication to the arena managers and athletes.

4/12/2016 3:08 PM

4 As a whole all official were approachable and can be worked with. Well done. 4/12/2016 11:59 AM

5 - not as good as when we had ross merrit and Dave shanks running the arenas - missed obvious DQ's - Decisions
should have been made faster and more clearer

4/12/2016 10:01 AM

6 Too many inconsistencies between arenas. e.g. Contrary to instructions some arenas assisted athletes trying to
compete in more than one arena and some allowed athletes to register well after the final marshalling calls for events
were made.

4/12/2016 9:17 AM

7 Most of the officials were great. One or two brought the rating down. It would have helped for the marshalling officials
to be in a constant spot. I think by Sunday they were mostly doing this but when they were calling for marshalling you
didn't always know where to find them and couldn't see them.

4/12/2016 9:13 AM

8 The number of miss fires in the canoe arena was a concern 4/12/2016 9:07 AM

9 The officials were by large quite good. Marshalling was effective, communcation was good and the officials were
empathetic to athletes competing in multiple age groups. Glenn Phipps was fantastic in the men's arena. However,
complete breakdown of the decision making process on the final day and extremely poor management by the top
officials.

4/11/2016 11:30 PM

10 Generally the officials were good but at time let down by a minority with poor grumpy attitude towards team a mangers
and athletes. Glenn Phipps was excellent to deal with as an example.

4/11/2016 10:06 PM

11 most were helpful and organised 4/11/2016 9:51 PM

12 There were certainly a large contingent of above & excellent but few just seemed unable to take suggestion from
athletes or managers. Example; starter in the open & U19 ladies arena wouldn't move the ski starts to deeper water
after discussion with arena ref.

4/11/2016 9:46 PM

13 Tough job, well done officials. 4/11/2016 9:29 PM

Q9 Do you think the officials displayed an
"athlete focused" approach?

Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Always

Sometimes

Not Often

Never

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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24.00% 6

60.00% 15

16.00% 4

0.00% 0

Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 Generally yes but I thought he last afternoon was a major cock up 4/16/2016 11:05 AM

2 Yes in regards to safety 4/14/2016 7:26 PM

3 The officials seemed to just be robotic at times (Open Mens arena) not a lot of athlete interaction. Long delays getting
next heat on line so unnecessary time delays...

4/12/2016 3:08 PM

4 Mixed bag. Need to work on Marshalls and efficiency with atheĺets 4/12/2016 11:48 AM

5 Very poor decision making in relation to the surf conditions. Maybe competitors should all have to sign a waiver of
responsibility with regard to competing in rough conditions. The current system just dumbs the whole thing down to
the lowest common denominator and the "real " athletes are penalized by not being allowed to compete in the
conditions they most enjoy.

4/12/2016 9:17 AM

6 Again, mostly yes but a couple not. 4/12/2016 9:13 AM

7 I think the U19 womens and U16 women groups had a lot of waiting and down time with shifting of mens events within
the arenas. This resulting ina alot of post register wating in the sun.

4/12/2016 8:32 AM

8 Not running events when the athletes are ready to go, ie the taplin and swim races is not athlete centred. Not allowing
the open women to do ski is not athlete centred. Not including the athletes, coaches or managers in the decision to
call off the carnival is not athlete centred. For the most part this year, an athlete centred approach has not been used
at carnivals which is very dissapointing.

4/11/2016 11:30 PM

9 This oppinion can always be a matter of perception. Generally I think they all try but again everyone on the end of a
negative decision see it as non athlete focused. You could argue that cancelling races could be seen as athlete
focused for some some athletes who may struggle with conditions while other more capable athletes feel completely
un catered to. Always difficult but I feel the tolerance level for conditions is inconsistent at present.

4/11/2016 10:06 PM

Answer Choices Responses

Always

Sometimes

Not Often

Never

Q10 Were the medics and medic tents easy
to identify?

Answered: 24 Skipped: 2

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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83.33% 20

16.67% 4

Total 24

# Comments: Date

1 We didn't actually use them 4/12/2016 11:59 AM

Yes

No

29.17% 7

70.83% 17

Q11 Did you have any safety concerns
during the event?

Answered: 24 Skipped: 2

Total 24

# Comments: Date

1 I do believe that the conditions leading up to and during the event allowed for a contingency plan to be put in place
and would have allowed the programme to be completed in a different order of events. Not enough flexibility in the
programming to make the changes once event had started. I think an event programming person appointed to go to
and fro arenas and assess the conditions and timings to allow for a change to be implemented with the arena referees.

4/12/2016 3:08 PM

2 I agree with the call the last day - just the delivery could have been better 4/12/2016 11:59 AM

3 - we had people in the water without pink vests that didn't get warned or thrown out of the competition - U16 female
ski was dangerous and shouldn't have been run

4/12/2016 10:01 AM

4 My concern is with absurd rulings such as having to have supervision of competitors during warm ups. At the age of 14
a kid can become a "qualified" lifeguard and the next day may be involved in a life threatening rescue in 10' surf but
the minute he or she arrives at the Nationals they become minors who have to be fully supervised by a coach or
manager if they go into the sea with about 500 others to warm up for an event. For f**ks sake who dreams up this
nonsense ?

4/12/2016 9:17 AM

5 I was concerned about athletes having to navigate the cans in the middle of the break zone. Poor can placement is
what made the conditions dangerous - not the waves or sweep. I understand not sending u16s out but u19s and
opens deserved the opportunity to test their skills in waves.

4/11/2016 11:30 PM

6 When conditions deteriorated on the final day. 4/11/2016 10:26 PM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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7 Yes, I felt the U16 woman's ski justifiably should not have been run as the conditions were too dissifult for this age
group. This would have removed a significant dilemma for the event referees in evaluating the conditions.
Consequently folowing a poor result in terms of finishers and display of skill in handling the conditions the lowest
common denominator decision was reached and imposed on other age groups.

4/11/2016 10:06 PM

8 Finals day was pretty hairy. Not swell size, rather period & messiness of the surf. Very dangerous, particularly craft
events. The right call was made though opens could possibly have run.

4/11/2016 9:29 PM

0.00% 0

16.00% 4

44.00% 11

40.00% 10

Q12 How would you rate Ohope as a
venue?

Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 I experienced some problems trying to secure accomodation in the very early days of the venue being announced. It
seemed to me (and I have heard this from others) that there were a few 'games' going on with some of the local letting
agents where preference was being given to people/clubs they knew or knew of. I struggled to get confirmations on
several properties that were showing as available for those dates, eventually being told they weren't available....usually
the same agent looking after these. I understand that prices were suddenly changing also. It was pretty
disappointing....

4/13/2016 10:10 PM

2 Venue is good but the atmosphere was very dull.. no shazam....like an ordinary carnival not al all a National event..
Missed the fanfare that you were watching a final as all the races ran together and no telling you were watching a final.
Prize giving was very sad.. people leaving and no kudos for the winners as it was so late...

4/12/2016 3:08 PM

3 - good beach and pretty fair conditions 4/12/2016 10:01 AM

Poor

Average

Good

Excellent
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Answer Choices Responses

Poor
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4 Arguably best beach in nz to host, pity it was underutilized 4/11/2016 11:30 PM

5 Very good venue in all aspects. 4/11/2016 10:06 PM

6 Only challenge was the travel, hard to get accom close 4/11/2016 9:51 PM

7 Conditions dictated that rating. Mt Maunganui had its own difficulties several weeks earlier at ERCs 4/11/2016 9:46 PM

8 Second only to Midway/Gisborne 4/11/2016 9:29 PM

12.00% 3

40.00% 10

48.00% 12

Q13 Should the New Zealand
Championships always be rotated around
different beaches or held at one venue for

the next 3 years?
Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 Difficult one as I don'y think it should go to anyone able to host as some beaches are not interesting enough. Should
also be shared around a bit.

4/16/2016 11:05 AM

2 Reality is there are only few beaches that can accommodate Nationals. It is ridiculous to 'move 90% of athletes to an
area 'because they haven't held it for a long time'

4/12/2016 11:59 AM

3 Need to have ability to host parameters identified. 4/12/2016 11:48 AM

4 travel and accom can be hard to secure at smaller events locations like Gisborne Ohope mt maunganui whangamata
are some of the better locations we hope that the northern region clubs make a effort and come to chch in 2017 given
the cost and effort the south island clubs have every yr coming north

4/12/2016 10:59 AM

5 should be held at the Mount/Tay Street 4/12/2016 10:01 AM

6 Rotate venues but not including the Mount or South Island 4/12/2016 9:17 AM

7 Any club providing there is access to sufficent accomodation available for competing teams and providing the beach is
suitable

4/12/2016 9:07 AM

One venue for
three years

Venue should
rotate aroun...

Venue should
go to any be...
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Answer Choices Responses

One venue for three years

Venue should rotate around specific Beaches

Venue should go to any beach that has the ability to host
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8 Any beach should be able to host if they can, however conditions have to be taken into account 4/12/2016 8:32 AM

9 The competition should stay in the north island, where the vast majority of the athletes and support people live. The
conditions are generally better and the facilities better established. I'd like it to rotate between gisborne, the mount,
ohope and an auckland beach for future nationals.

4/11/2016 11:30 PM

10 Undecided on this question. One venue for three years obviously has merit for planning and infrastructure but starves
other regions of the opportunity. South Island is obviously difficult and I guess given the attending numbers hard to
justify the investment from the masses. Still good to share it around.

4/11/2016 10:06 PM

11 I think if you have 4-5 great beaches then that's where it should rotate 4/11/2016 9:51 PM

16.00% 4

84.00% 21

0.00% 0

Q14 What did you think of the overall
event programme?

Answered: 25 Skipped: 1

Total 25

# Comments: Date

1 Event programming and timetabling needs re assessing and made adjustable on the day to work the events in
according to the conditions and timings. Race events through to finals if weather and conditions become or could
become a factor.

4/12/2016 3:29 PM

2 Too many events for a 3 day programme. Event safety people working for god knows how many hours each day
without breaks, officials standing on the beach for 8-12 hours each day bla bla bla. Why is the Nationals not a 4 day
event so that IRB crews and the other people involved in running it get adequate breaks during the day and the
programme clashes either eliminated or made minimal ??? It would also allow competitors adequate rest etc etc. If it is
the extra cost then put the figures out there so the membership get a chance to rationalize it for themselves and
maybe vote on it. Maybe the idea of it being a 4 day has begun to sink in when the Event Referee admits that he
agrees with the idea.

4/12/2016 9:50 AM

3 Right amount of events, just poorly run meant it went for way too long 4/11/2016 11:38 PM

Too many events

Just right

Not enough
events

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Too many events

Just right

Not enough events
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4 Some big days but manageable for prepared athletes. 4/11/2016 10:27 PM

5 I feel that based in the outcome of the finals day at Ohipe 2016 you look to running finals as time permits earlier in the
schedule. Example; if an event is timed for heats & semis yet becomes a straight Final, run it then. This would
eliminate the disappointment felt by a number of athletes this year.

4/11/2016 9:54 PM

6 Make it 5 days, masters included. Stop kidding yourselves that you can run so many events in 3 days. 4/11/2016 9:39 PM

41.67% 10

58.33% 14

0.00% 0

Q15 What did you think of the length of time
each day took to completed?

Answered: 24 Skipped: 2

Total 24

# Do you have any suggestions to improve the event duration? Date

1 Hold either the flags, or the sprints and relays as a twilight spectator friendly event on the Thursday evening. Put flood
lights up, tell families to bring picnics and come and watch. The impact that these events have on clashes etc is
something that is not good for the sport, takes athletes out of events and is therefore not athlete focussed. If we can
release the 'burden of time' that these events take by releasing the time pressures, it may see the event run a lot less
pressured in the future.

4/13/2016 1:56 PM

2 No wait time for events. Do not schedule beach with water events. Use full time frames and go through to finals if
necessary. Involve surf sport staff with event management on the beach for assessing and reassessing.. and making
necessary changes. Run rescue events through to completion of finals while the straddle lines are in place, this would
save a huge amount of time for adjusting arenas.

4/12/2016 3:29 PM

3 I believe a separate team should identify forward events rather than stopping arenas and discussing. 4/12/2016 12:02 PM

4 Need more efficiency in setting the bouys 4/12/2016 11:50 AM

5 Some days were too long and others just right, but that was dependent on the conditions, however I do think that the
decision making process for the irons on Sunday took way too long, which made that day longer than it should have
been.

4/12/2016 10:42 AM

6 - worked well running beach at the same time as water - last day could have been done better/faster 4/12/2016 10:05 AM

Too Long

Just Right

Too Short
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7 See above plus: Why do competitors get to compete in more than 1 age group in beach events when there is a
deliberate attempt to prevent them doing so in water events ? Why do only 2-3 competitors get eliminated per round in
beach flags when half the field gets eliminated in each round of a water event. Rationalizing and preventing these
anomalies would speed up the running of the beach events programme allowing more time for the real surf lifesaving
events i.e. the water events.

4/12/2016 9:50 AM

8 As a suggestion we would suggest that the finals for the canoe be held on a separate day to the heats and semi finals,
allowing more recovery time for the competitiors

4/12/2016 9:11 AM

9 Run finals when you can, not delay it because it's a special event or something. Beach events run as twilight races.
Run double ski at the end of the day and can it if conditions don't allow. Run opens first to get a better idea of
conditions. Officials to take shorter times to reset courses.

4/11/2016 11:38 PM

10 While hindsight is a wonderful thing, the delays in the water events on finals afternoon that culminated in the
cancellation of the Open Men's Taplin were in my view avoidable; in particular, I believe that water events - which were
likely to be impacted by surf conditions that were forecast to worsen appreciably during the day - should have taken
precedence over sand finals, rather than have all that waiting around for water finals while sand finals were run and the
water conditions worsened. The craft event for younger age groups (especially ski) should also have been run right at
the start of the day given the forecast. This is not to criticize the final decision to cancel open men's taplin; it was just
we should never have got to the situation where this cancellation was needed.

4/11/2016 10:33 PM

11 Some big days for sure. Could not have any additional events given we had ideal conditions at Ohope. There were
however some gaps that could have been utilized better like Sunday morning start time being earlier. Left no time
margin or backup room.

4/11/2016 10:27 PM

12 Conditions & decision making contributed to this. 4/11/2016 9:54 PM

13 Was hard I could see, but sometimes was a lot of waiting 4/11/2016 9:52 PM

14 As above. Canoe over two days was good. Liked it. Be less precious about running it through as fast as possible and
hold for clashes.

4/11/2016 9:39 PM

81.25% 13

18.75% 3

Q16 Was the event merchandise good
quality?

Answered: 16 Skipped: 10

Total 16

# Comments: Date

1 Could be more of it and promoted better. 4/16/2016 11:18 AM

Yes

No
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2 Didn't see any... 4/13/2016 10:15 PM

3 unable to comment 4/13/2016 1:56 PM

4 I didn't have a lot of time to look at the merchandise so can't comment 4/12/2016 10:42 AM

5 who cares 4/12/2016 10:05 AM

6 Don't know, they had run out by the time we had got our act together to buy. 4/12/2016 9:14 AM

7 Don't have an oppinion. Didn't hear any complaints. 4/11/2016 10:27 PM

31.25% 5

68.75% 11

Q17 Do you want to see more event
merchandise?
Answered: 16 Skipped: 10

Total 16

# Comments: Date

1 unable to comment .... but quality over quantity important 4/13/2016 1:56 PM

2 bigger range of sizes 4/12/2016 11:00 AM

3 waste of time 4/12/2016 10:05 AM

4 more quantity - we would have like to buy a teeshirt 4/12/2016 9:14 AM

5 Don't have an oppinion. 4/11/2016 10:27 PM

6 Some was costly for our boys who didn't have parents there or the money, so some small items would have been
good

4/11/2016 9:52 PM
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# Responses Date

1 The event was generally very well run and I would consider a sucess. Tlast afternoon was a complete cock up. To be
told the events we not proceeding, due to the IRB drivers being too tired was unacceptable event management. To me
it was not too far off an excuse that the iRB's had run out of fuel. This is the finals day of Nationals of Life Saving and
the excuse given was copletely withon the organisers control. It was very poor event management and I thought
completely disrespectiful to the competitors who had made finals. This comment is in no way a dig at the IRB drivers
who did a great job throughout the event. I also heard that the south islans teams get subsidised for comming up the
the Nationals and I don't see any reason why that subsidy should no be recipricol to the northen clubs heading to
Christchurch next year. This point has not been raised or mentioned by Surf Lifesaving NZ. I loved the event which
was generally very well run, and unfortunatly, the last afternoon would have tainted the lasting memories of the 2016
Surf nationals.

4/16/2016 11:18 AM

2 It is very important to complete all events, these children at my club train 9 months of the year and to get to nationals
and not complete all individual final events was very disappointing. The priority of the events should be individual
events followed by team water events! Perhaps leave beach events to last as they have less conditions to contend
with and do not need IRBs and life guards!

4/14/2016 7:40 PM

3 Need some time to think this over.... 4/13/2016 10:15 PM

4 We also need to get out of the myopic view that key events must be held on the final day ..... if the conditions are right
and the numbers are right and the opportunity is there to run an event then we need to perhaps investigate greater
flexibility in the future

4/13/2016 1:56 PM

5 More guards so they can be rotated 4/12/2016 8:56 PM

6 I would like to see a logical contingency plan put in place for unforeseen conditions. This years Nationals was a build
up of errors accumulating in a boil over which was not necessary. Some initiative in changing and altering the
programme to allow for the conditions and changing the events so all events could have been run would have been
sensible. This could have been achieved from day one moving forward each day with other plans implemented.
Having someone on the ground who is surf orientated I believe is essential to be apart of decision- making on the
beach. Too many chiefs - chain of command was compromised and became ugly which was not necessary if steps
taken earlier to make the changes. The Nationals have lost its pazazz very dull and boring with no atmosphere. No
fanfare bring back the you are watching a national final recording. bring back the arch...bring back competitions

4/12/2016 3:29 PM

7 I believe H+S and event programming should run independent to the arena events- ie arena referees judge what is
happening in the arena and delays do not occur..

4/12/2016 12:02 PM

8 Electronic marshaling. Marshall idirect to line for athletes that have club support. Online marshaling. Web based.
Marshall in needs a big overhaul and improvement for athletes.

4/12/2016 11:50 AM

9 - get athletes more involved in running the competition - the best surf comp i have been to was run by Danny
Morrison, he knows what he's doing so get him involved - decisions need to be made faster and clear - investing in
technology is much needed - printing out draw and entries for each club for the team manger meeting needs to be
done - confirmation email sent to clubs with entries

4/12/2016 10:05 AM

10 Change it to a 4 day event. If swimmers can spend a whole week at their national champs in order to compete in their
events why can't we at least add another day to the surf nationals to improve the quality of it and allow athletes to
compete in a full range of events if they have the skills.? A 4 day event may allow the inclusion of decent breaks
during the day during which time medal presentations could be made instead of the current situation where the
presentations can be very long and medal winners often can't be bothered hanging around after a long day on the
beach. Competing at surf events is a lottery - competitors enter the events they wish to compete in but are then at the
mercy of the people structuring the programme and the decison making by officials during the event as to whether
they will actually get to compete. They enter in good faith so maybe they should have the right to a refund of their
entry fees if they are prevented from competing in events they have entered. Re think the programme - once an event
has begun run it through to completion to avoid the poor decison making and disappoint experienced at several recent
nationals.Competitors have worked their arses off to make it into a final of an event only to have the final called off
because conditions have changed from what they experienced in earlier rounds to what they are on the "finals day".
Without TV coverage the big "finals day" is a non event anyway so why not focus on the athletes and ensure they get
to complete an event once it has started. With regard to the fairness of the programme why is it that a competitor can
compete in all 3 age groups of the beach events? That is an unfair advantage when it comes to the overall points
competition. This also applies in some water events so maybe it is time to rule that a competitor can only compete in
any event once as per the rules for pool champs ??

4/12/2016 9:50 AM

11 We all thoroughly enjoyed our first national event. Thanks to all the organisers. 4/12/2016 9:14 AM

12 Overall we enjoyed our time at Ohope and thank the organisers and officials for their dedication and time in putting
together this event. A credit to you all. Thank you

4/12/2016 9:11 AM
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13 Although you say it every year, you do hold events for certain athletes. I would like to see bigger numbers cut back in
the biggest age group e.g iron man or board rescues.. cut more from the heats , to almost eliminate the semis.

4/12/2016 8:00 AM

14 Have a good look at how irb nationals was run and that will give you a good idea of how to run a carnival in tricky
conditions. If conditions get large, only run open events then if people want to compete up they can. More responsibly
needs to be put on the athletes and managers to make the decision about safety - be more athlete centred when
making decisions.

4/11/2016 11:38 PM

15 I think the event was very good and very we'll run until the Sunday when things became challenging. I felt the time
allowed for Sundays finals was mismanaged and as the day progressed and conditions became challenging there was
little room to maneuver making decisions more difficult for the event officials. The event should have already been
finished by the time it was abandoned. Having been an event guard many times and understanding the role well, I felt
it was unfair on the competitors that the event guards could not manage due to fatigue which should have been better
managed by organisers. The conditions on Sunday were predicted and more event guards should have been
organised and rotated to give them a break. Whilst this was obviously not the only reason events were cancelled the
NZ Nationals should not be cut short because of lack of event guard reasources. The athletes deserve better. This
issue could have been mitigated in my oppinion with better planning. The event guards do a great job and we're let
down by event organisers here. These comments are my own oppinion and not necessarily those of Red Beach Surf
Club. Cheers.

4/11/2016 10:27 PM

16 Well done on the organising team, I felt it was really well run 4/11/2016 9:52 PM

17 5 days incl masters. Get a new starting gun. Yes I know there's nothing wrong with the gun, but with a new gun comes
NEW AMMO. The starting gun in canoe was a joke. Have 44 misfires in one day next year in ChCh & be prepared to
deal with severe athlete hypothermia. If the starter turns up with that same ammo & gun next year I'll find some real
ammo & start hunting SLSNZ employees..! You have been warned..! Hey joking but ffs sort that out..!

4/11/2016 9:39 PM
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